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Part One: Characters and Backgrounds

The February Revolution of 1917 toppled the regime of Tsar Nicholas II which resulted

in his abdication. Subsequently, a power vacuum was created and this newly emptied political

space, once filled by the Tsar and now bereft of power or authority, opened up a potentially new

opportunity of freedom. This freedom, defined differently from the mainstream interpretation of

the word, allowed individuals and groups alike to act in a way that was outside of restrictions

that governance creates. Upon the abdication by Nicholas II, a Provisional Government was

immediately established that looked to maintain the authority that the Tsar once held. The

political void was filled over the span of a few days as the Provisional Government established

themselves as the legal governing body over the Russian Empire. However, throughout the

course of 1917, their authority was contested by the Petrograd Soviet of Workers and Soldiers

Deputies. This Soviet, represented by deputies who were elected by the workers and soldiers of

Petrograd, eventually seized total authority for itself in October. At this moment, the freedom

that Russia had momentarily seen in February was reinstated. Vladimir Lenin, leader of the

Bolshevik majority within the Soviet at the time of the October Revolution, closed off this space

of freedom once again, and this time for good, when he shut down the democratically elected

Constituent Assembly in November and seized complete power and authority for himself and his

Bolshevik party.

Throughout this paper, I am interested in exploring the months between February and

October in these terms, and intend to expose the nature of this power vacuum along with the

space of freedom that was opened and closed. By using historical literature on this topic and

translated firsthand accounts of workers within the city of Petrograd, I seek to define the political

atmosphere during these months, and the instance of freedom that was momentarily experienced
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following the Bolshevik takeover in October 1917. By doing so, I intend to highlight the

experience of a class of disadvantaged citizens when political freedom is suddenly opened to

them.

Before one can begin to explore the relationship between political freedom and the void

of power that surfaced throughout this year, it is important to define the different groups and

individuals that acted to create the various events of 1917. Leaders such as Vladimir Lenin and

Leon Trotsky had particular modes of organizing and operating the political forces at their

command, due to their distinct ideologies and their commitments to applying those ideas to the

revolution. Meanwhile, the political parties and groups had varying platforms on different issues

that appealed more to different groups of individuals. Finally, the various groups of citizens

within the Russian Empire at this time flooded the streets of Petrograd and filled the factories.

Ideology alone cannot drive a revolution; the workers and peasants of  Russia at this time created

a committed and unprecedented body of action that altered the course of the revolution, and the

political parties that housed aforementioned ideologies competed to gain the support of these

individuals in order to further their revolutionary principles.

Beginning with the urban working class, the Emancipation Manifesto of 1861 officially

released over 80% of the population from the shackles of serfdom. Although many remained

closely tied to the land in the countryside for the decades to come due to familial ties and

financial obligations that required payment to their previous landlords, this overwhelming

majority of the population was legally in a position to seek financial gain elsewhere. By the turn

of the century, many began looking to industrial jobs within the cities of Moscow and Petrograd.

Petrograd, in particular, had experienced huge industrial expansion in 1890, and unskilled jobs in

the metal industry were lucrative targets for this large class of migrant peasant workers.1

1 S. A. Smith, Red Petrograd: Revolution in the Factories, 1917-1918 (Cambridge University Press, 1983), 1.
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A study by researchers Evel Economakis and Robert J. Brym suggests that by the year

1910, no less than two-thirds of the Petrograd population had been born outside of the city.2 The

workers who had been ingrained in the proletarian class culture for generations had long been

battling with political unrest, and this new group from the countryside only served to further

unravel the stability of urban working class society. The newcomers, generally taking less skilled

manufacturing jobs, and who seem to have been mainly interested in making money to send

home to their families in the countryside, met a group of longer established and generally more

skilled workers with experience at unionization, as well as political memories of the 1905

revolution.3

Historians generally break the Petrograd workforce down into three categories based on

skill: highly skilled and skilled workers were oftentimes held by men who had been raised into

the workforce (it was common that the men who held these positions would begin

apprenticeships by the ages of 14-16). Additionally, unskilled work rarely took any amount of

occupational training and it was common for workers who had moved from the peasantry in the

countryside or women of the city to fill these positions (women being in skilled labor was almost

unheard of at this time). Nonetheless, when talking about the semi-skilled to unskilled

workforce, there seems to be little debate about who these people were. Peasants moving from

the countryside to Petrograd to earn wages would often find themselves working a job that took

little to no training for much lower pay. By 1917, an overwhelming majority of jobs in the

industrial sector were what could be considered unskilled jobs in metalworking, where workers

used simple machinery and did simple and repetitive tasks throughout the day.4 Meanwhile, the

4 Smith, p. 10
3 Smith, p. 8-9

2 Economakis, Evel, and Robert J. Brym. “Marriage and Militance in a Working Class District of St. Petersburg,
1896-1913.” Journal of Family History 20, no. 2 (June 1995): 23–43. https://doi.org/10.1177/036319909502000202.

https://doi.org/10.1177/036319909502000202
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highly skilled workers, who commonly worked in metalworking as well, usually held positions

where creativity was required. Very few machines were used and skilled craftsmanship was

necessary to do the job. Oftentimes it was common for skilled workers to receive a set of

guidelines, and then were responsible for creating and following drawings and diagrams in their

work, therefore a significant degree of knowledge about the industry was required.

As the city of Petrograd became highly mechanized throughout the course of the early

20th century, the influx of peasant migration into the workforce allowed the number of available

unskilled jobs to rise considerably.5 By the early twentieth century, with the already urbanized

and proletarian workers of Petrograd’s vast industries (workers that had been born and raised into

the Petrograd working class), and the peasants of the industrial job migration, the city developed

a rather unusual demographic structure. High amounts of workers in both the unskilled and

skilled industries created a distinct gap between the two, with the skilled workers regarding

themselves as the most educated and conscious group within the working class. According to the

census of 1910, 68% of the population were low class wage earners and by the year of 1917, this

number had leapt to over 73%.6 When looking at only the wage earning population, around 16%

still owned land in some capacity in the countryside, and a total of 47% of married workers

regularly sent up to a quarter of their pay back to the countryside.7 This suggests that about half

the population had close ties, both in time and priorities, to the countryside by the year 1917.

This has further implications for political culture within the working class. The correlation

between industrial sectors and political activism paralleled that of the workers' attitudes towards

7 Smith, p. 16
6 Statisticheskie dannye Petrograda (Petrograd, 1916), p.8; translated by S.A. Smith, 1983

5 Bonnell, Victoria E. “Rethinking the Role of Workers in the Revolutions of 1917.” International Labor and
Working-Class History, no. 26 (1984): 53–64. http://www.jstor.org/stable/27671539.

http://www.jstor.org/stable/27671539
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one another by this time as skilled, and often organized, workers regarded the unskilled migrants

as barbaric in their efforts to achieve better conditions.8

One of the most common misconceptions within historical literature about the

proletarians, is that this was one group that the revolutionary parties and Provisional

Government, were striving for influence among. The reality of history is in fact quite different:

the diversity among the working class in terms of their political culture, experiences in their

work and life away from their jobs, and the ideas in which they were able to organize during this

time are important factors that cannot be overlooked when studying the Russian Revolution as a

history.9 Each of these factors contribute to the manner in which the working class people took

action to create events and the way they reacted to others. Skilled workers were more likely to

read, and too, act on their revolutionary ideas in an organized manner.

When looking at Petrograd workers in 1917, there is a distinct relationship between the

skill of work and their overall willingness to understand their position as workers and to create

change through organization. This correlation can be referred to as the workers' ‘consciousness’;

a Marxian idea that determined how aware they were of their own political and socioeconomic

position in relation to society as a whole. There were a vast amount of different jobs around the

city of Petrograd that the working class filled. Printing, skilled metal-working, unskilled

metal-working, and textile workers, each of which had different experiences in their work and

therefore different cultures that shaped the lens through which they viewed the political turmoil

surrounding them on a near daily basis.10 A study in 1918 compared, specifically, the literacy

rates among different types of professions in the city of Moscow and a clear pattern can be

10 David Mandel, The Petrograd Workers and the Soviet Seizure of Power: From the July Days 1917 to July 1918
(Houndmills: the Macmillan Press ltd, 1986).

9 Wade, Rex A. The Russian Revolution, 1917. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001.
8 See footnote 6, a skilled metalworker’s account of the unskilled factory workers.
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seen.11 The more skill that any type of work takes, the higher the literacy rate for the individuals

within that profession were. For example, printers and skilled metal workers were nearly all

proficient in literacy while workers that completed minimal and repetitive tasks had literacy rates

around the 50% mark. Historian David Mandel explains that if a person was able to read and

understand more complex ideas, they were more likely to engage in tasks outside of their jobs

that spread revolutionary ideas, such as unionization or other types of organization, and these

extracurricular activities defined their political culture during this time. For example, Mandel

suggests that self-consciousness and self-determination were ideas that spread very quickly

among the more ‘cultured’ urban workers.12 From this stemmed a certain amount of

irreconcilability for the interests of workers within the skilled working class. The inference is

that highly-skilled workers were more committed to trade unionism, the politics surrounding it

and, possibly, various ideologies that were available in print (socialism and anarchism in several

varieties). This led to the individuals who worked in highly skilled occupations, such as machine

repair and certain metal workers, to be more reachable by the ,revolutionary ideas that were

promoted by the political leaders of the Bolshevik party in particular. A skilled locksmith in

Petrograd wrote on his recollection of how workers would spend their wages:

But the conscious part of the workers spent their leisure in a different manner:

many went to the People’s House, attended performances at the Komediya

theatre, visited museums. But they did not spend their wages only on distractions.

One day, Nikolai Mukhin, a worker in our shop, approached me and with the

12 Mandel, 17
11 Mandel, 10
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caution characteristic of the underground activist asked if I could aid arrested

workers who were suffering for the interests of the working class.13

With the rapid changing demographic structure of Petrograd and its workforce, the

political culture within the city began to shift as well. As more peasant migrants, women, and

children entered the workforce during the Great War, the skilled workers, and any unskilled

workers who could be considered to a part of the ingrained proletarian class, began to notice a

shift in the dynamics of political culture of the time, with themselves being the vanguard of the

workers movement. In the spring of 1917 at the first national congress of metalworkers, A.

Gatstev recalls: “…in the unions we operate by basing ourselves on the skilled element of the

workforce, for example, the turners and fitters … this is the most active section of the working

class. The unskilled workers are, of course, less active.”14 This wasn’t an uncommon sentiment

among the organized workers of Petrograd. Even as early as 1916, the Workers’ Group of the

War Industries Committee described in their notes that many “alien, undisciplined” workers had

come into the workforce.15 Despite this common belief among the ‘conscious’ skilled workers

that the new group of workers were less active, this wasn’t necessarily the case. Instead, the

workers of the new migration into the industrial field of labor were more frequently spontaneous

with their methods and less organized as opposed to their skilled, proletarian counterparts.

While the concept of revolutionary fervor can be attributed to skill level within the

working class, not all professions shared this characteristic. For example, printers and those who

worked at presses were among the most literate in all of the workforce as it was an integral part

of their jobs. However, due to the nature of their jobs, which entailed printing literature popular

15 Smith, p. 191
14 Vserossiiskii uchreditel'nyi s"ezd rabochikh metallistov (Petrograd, 1918), p. 87; translated by S.A. Smith, 1983
13 Vogne revolyusionnykh, trans. David Mandel (Moscow, 1967) p. 95.
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among the elites who were against the rising workers’ movement, even the most radical within

this subgroup within the working class were likely only to lean as far left as liberal and identify

closely with the Menshevik party, who wanted negotiations and reconciliation with the

Provisional Government, as opposed to the Bolsheviks who demanded extreme and immediate

change within the government itself.

Although the working class was very ambitious in their quest to achieve political change,

oftentimes self organizing and doing their own work to spread ideologies to other workers, the

political activities of this complex and active class became focused on the Petrograd Soviet.

Along with this, the Soviet leaders and deputies' ability to control the desired political change

through their influence over the working class must also be highly regarded in terms of what

caused the shift in power.

Additionally, the leadership of the Soviet was in a constant state of change. With political

parties who constantly jockeyed for majority control of the political body, any attempt to

accurately pinpoint the position of party leadership becomes extremely difficult due to the fact

their political speech shifted around the events of 1917. Nonetheless, the leadership of the

Petrograd Soviet can be broken down into two distinct periods of time. From its formation until

the conclusion of the Kornilov Affair in late August, the Petrograd Soviet was dominated by the

Menshevik Party and those who shared extremely similar opinions on all issues important to the

revolution. Mensheviks and other similar parties advocated for less radical ideas and wanted to

work with the Provisional Government throughout the revolution. After the Kornilov Affair and

until the October seizure of power by Lenin, the Petrograd Soviet was dominated by the

Bolshevik Party, which was far more radical and, really, had no alternative party for anyone who

wanted the things this party demanded.
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The ideologies of the prominent political parties are essentially outlined by the positions

of their leaders. For the scope of this paper, the Mensheviks and other parties who were closely

aligned with them have been defined in order to grasp their position in the following section. For

the Bolsheviks, their leaders are far more important to what will be discussed going forward.

Specifically speaking, Lenin and Trotsky are the two individuals who are most important in

context of the October Revolution and other key events that lead up to that monumental night.

Without the definition containing too much political jargon that would likely fall outside

the scope of this paper, the distinction between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, along with

parties who were extremely similar to the Mensheviks, is quite clear and simple. Prior to the

onset of the February Revolution, the Bolshevik party was defined by its position on being

anti-war at any cost and refusing to collaborate with the Provisional Government which the party

saw as being no different from the Tsar’s regime that was toppled in February. Meanwhile, the

Mensheviks’ were far less radical in their position on the war and in their refusal to accept the

Provisional Government. Oftentimes within their policy and prominent figures rhetoric, the

Mensheviks advocated for cooperating with the Provisional Government. This stark difference

between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks left little room for agreement between the two sides of

the revolution. On one hand there is a party with an ideology that has no room for concession

and demanded a total revolution that conformed to their Marxist led ideologies on things such as

workers’ rights, land reform, and an immediate end to the war. Meanwhile the Mensheviks, who

were far more happy with the scope of the revolution following February, advocated for a lot of

the same things the Bolsheviks did but didn’t have a Marxist revolution as part of their agenda.

Beginning with Lenin, this was a man who was committed to his view on where the

revolution should take the Russian Empire and its people, and nothing else should have been
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accepted. But where should the revolution go? In what way? And why must it be done in such a

fashion? These are the questions one must answer in order to understand Lenin’s actions in

October and the following weeks when he seized complete power.

The first thing to understand when looking at Lenin’s view on the struggle in Russia in

the state of industry and land. To Lenin, the bourgeoisie class that was in control of the vast

amounts of land in the countryside, along with the factories in Petrograd, were to blame for the

poor state of the Russian People under the Tsar. Lenin argued that the Provisional Government

wouldn’t implement any new policies that could impact the people, both urban and peasants, in a

positive manner. This put Lenin and his Bolshevik ideologies in a predicament. The February

Revolution, which set up the ‘bourgeoisie’ Provisional Government, was ultimately only a step

in the right direction; the Tsar was gone but there was still much to do. In order to fully

accomplish his Marxist revolution, Lenin needed to strip the elite Provisional Government of

their power.

Between April and August of 1917, Lenin published two works which greatly shifted the

direction of the revolution on their release. In April, Lenin’s April Theses actually caused so

much revolutionary fervor among the people that historians believe it led to the troublesome July

Days which sent Lenin into exile once again.16 Furthermore, in August of 1917, Lenin published

The State and Revolution, which advocated for the necessity of a proletariat revolution given the

current position of the government. Therefore, Lenin was a man with a distinct ideology based

on a Marxist worldview. In his commitment to this ideology, as will be explained further in

subsequent sections, Lenin did not falter and even went back on some of the things he advocated

for in order to see his revolution through.

16Brown, Gates M. "April Theses." Russian Revolution of 1917: The Essential Reference Guide (2017): 12.
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Leon Trotsky had similar Marxist ideas. Although Trotsky ended up as part of the

Bolshevik majority by the second half of 1917, to identify his beliefs as simply Bolshevik is too

simplistic. Trotsky was a man, like Lenin, who was dedicated to any action necessary in order to

see the downfall of the bourgeoisie control over societies within the Russian Empire. By the time

Trotsky returned from exile in 1917, in the most simple of terms, he stood for the downfall of the

Provisional Government and for the Soviet model to take full authority in the new Russian state.

He was committed to a ruling proletariat class, not a single party dictatorship. Although this

naturally led him to align with the Bolsheviks in the Petrograd Soviet, Trotsky was a much more

independent revolutionary who worked closely with Lenin, whom he shared ideological

commitments with, and attempted to stay away from party identification.17

Part Two: Framework of Events

The year of 1917 was a tumultuous time for the Russian people, political stability of the

region, and for those who were attempting to gain control of the national government. The

aspirations of various political groups, and therefore the politically active working class who

petitioned and critiqued these political groups, were clashing in a series of events that unfolded

in the time span of only nine months. By February of 1917, the Russian Empire was deeply

engaged in World War I, mainly fighting the Germans, and many Russians didn’t see the fighting

in Europe worth the great monetary cost and loss of life. Furthermore, the Russian economy was

in shambles. Rising bread prices in the city and famine in the countryside both worked to

destabilize the Tsar’s Regime. The overthrow of the Tsar’s position of power led to the

destabilization and weakening of the national government, and the rise of revolutionary fervor

among the working class people. This allowed a small set of political parties to push themselves

17 Dianne Feeley, Paul Le Blanc, and Thomas M. Twiss, Leon Trotsky and the Organizational Principles of the
Revolutionary Party (Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books, 2014).
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to the forefront of politics in the capital city throughout this year through means of the Petrograd

Soviet, which will be introduced momentarily. Although the political groups (Mensheviks,

Bolsheviks, Social Democrats, etc.) are often cited as institutions which paved the way for the

events of October 1917, it was in fact the working class individuals who developed the political

culture, and thus the revolutionary culture necessary to promote these various political parties

and their leaders, while these parties and their leaders used the Petrograd Soviet to channel the

revolutionary culture towards the events of October.

Following the abdication by Tsar Nicholas II in February of 1917, the Provisional

Government was established by several leaders who held positions of power in the Tsar’s regime,

and claimed complete authority over the Russian Empire, although without legitimate authority.

Russia was in the middle of an economic crisis that caused grain prices to triple from 1914 to

1917 due to failed policies of the Tsarist regime and as the Provisional Government came into

power it desperately needed to find a way to approach these issues in a delicate manner that both

appeased those who protested the Tsar, and maintained proper foreign relations. In a disastrous

first few weeks, documents leaked from the Provisional Government, which were originally

intended for their allies of France and Great Britain, disclosed the Provisional Government’s

intentions to remain engaged in the Great War, which was deeply unpopular among Russian

soldiers and workers. In response, protests broke out around the city of Petrograd and during

these events a group of revolutionaries were released from prison that would establish the

Petrograd Soviet of Workers and Soldiers Deputies on the very night they were released in late

February 1917.

Within the next two weeks, the Soviet established itself as a political body with over

3,000 representatives, and had significantly more influence over the workers and soldiers of
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Petrograd. Thereafter, workers and soldiers increasingly looked to the Petrograd Soviet as their

representative body as the only alternative to the Provisional Government. The Petrograd Soviet,

which had no more legal authority than the Provisional Government, now had the authority to

challenge the Provisional Government and its position of power that it claimed to have held over

Russia and its people.

The Provisional Government was afraid of pulling out of the war because the old Russian

Empire relied heavily on loans and investments from their allies of France and Great Britain. On

top of this, the head of the Provisional Government, Alexander Kerensky, thought that a decisive

victory would unite the Russian people behind its military success, which had been rare given the

state of their fight against the Germans. Nonetheless, this thought of Kerensky would lead to a

heavy military offensive that caused heavy casualties in the summer offensive of 1917. This

drastically undermined the authority of the Provisional Government and brought thousands of

deserters into the city. Nonetheless, the Provisional Government’s foreign minister, Pavel

Milyukov, sent a note to Russia’s allies informing them of the new government’s position on the

war. The note was leaked to popular revolutionaries within the city of Petrograd and the press.

Large demonstrations were quick to follow as this information was made public. Throughout

these protests, soldiers were very active in speaking out against the Provisional Government.

During these events, soldiers stationed at a prison in Petrograd freed a group of around 30 strike

organizers, leaders of workers councils, and other organized revolutionaries who were

imprisoned during the Tsar’s reign. In late February of 1917, the very night these intellectuals

were freed from prison, they would host a meeting on the steps of the Tauride Palace, consisting

of 200-300 socialist intellectuals who would vote on the three Chairmen and the Executive
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Council. Thus, the Executive Council,or Ispolkom, and the Petrograd Soviet of Workers and

Soldiers Deputies was established.

Within the Ispolkom, members of each attending party were able to appoint three

individual representatives. With nine distinct socialist parties attending, twenty-seven men were

appointed, with three men serving on the council of chairmen. Historians widely agree that this

Soviet came to be a revolutionary body, however, this wasn’t the case during the weeks and

months following its creation in late February. Menshevik policy, which mainly consisted of

opportunistic cooperation with the Provisional Government, originally dominated the Soviet.

Eventually, the events that were necessary for the Bolshevik takeover of the Soviet to succeed

played out in the summer and fall, and the Soviet would reign supreme in Russia by early

November 1917.

In the weeks following the Soviet’s creation in late February, it came to represent workers

around the city with over 3,000 individual representatives, most of whom were soldiers or

educated men representing the soldiers' interests. The manner in which representatives were

chosen was quite simple and would eventually play a role in the reasoning behind the power

being shifted away from the Provisional Government and towards the Soviet. For each 1,000

factory workers per factory, one representative was elected. For any factory consisting of less

than 1,000 workers, one representative was elected. For each company in the army, one

representative was elected. The representatives within each election were chosen by simple

popular vote and the initiation of these representatives was often done in an extremely quick

manner, which contrasted the generally inefficient Provisional Government. This was the first

time in Russian history that workers had voted for representation.
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As the Soviet became quickly established in a matter of only a few weeks from late

February and into March, the legitimacy they held increased because of their direct

representation of soldiers and workers within the city. Meanwhile, the Provisional Government

was busy doing very little. In fact, throughout the entire reign of the Provisional Government

from early February to October, not one successful order was passed to lawfully enact

meaningful change in the peasantry, land rights, or workers rights. Meanwhile, the Soviet was

directly engaged in negotiations involving workers councils around the city for better conditions.

This lack of social legislation, paired with the Provisional Government's focus on the war, caused

the Russian people to lose faith in the Provisional Government and this lost faith was placed in

the Soviet which looked to directly represent them in a position of power and authority in Russia.

Throughout the year of 1917, from the creation of the Soviet in February, to the Provisional

Government falling in October, more and more authority was transferred to the Soviet because of

an increasingly one-sided system of dual power that proved the Soviet to be the more effective

body in terms of representing the people.

As a political body in Petrograd 1917, the Petrograd Soviet is the single most important

entity that led to the inevitability of the October Revolution. Acting as a weapon and armed with

the authority to lead a popular revolution, men such as Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky used

the Soviet as the only platform to spread their ideas and achieve political change. By July,

leaders of the Bolshevik party and those who shared their sentiments were willing to denounce

the Provisional Government and transfer all power in the nation to the Soviet model created

earlier in the year. Although this wouldn’t come until October, careful planning by a few key

figures allowed this metaphorical weapon to be used properly so that ‘when the time was right’,

those who wished for seizure of power would achieve their goal.
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The formation of the Petrograd Soviet of Workers and Soldiers Deputies was a reaction to

the already unfolding events created by the people which it represented in its title. The

relationship between the Provisional Government and the Soviet was not necessarily marked by

political tension at first, however, the workers and soldiers of Petrograd viewed the Soviet as

having authority in the city rather than the Provisional Government. The leaders of revolutionary

political parties within the Soviet understood this and used it in their favor when attempting to

enact change throughout the city. The Soviet allowed for the workers of Petrograd to be within

the revolutionary leader's field of play. Popular vote elections and hasty actions allowed the

Soviet to become an influential body so that it became a platform for the October revolution later

in the year.

The lives of Lenin and Trotsky in respects to the events of 1917, particularly the second

half of this year, are defined by careful consideration of a multitude of factors and a strong belief

that the people of Russia, at least the ‘proletariat’, would spontaneously align with their own

political views. Evidence suggests that throughout 1917, these two men recognized the important

position they held when considering how the people and the Provisional Government could

possibly have reacted to any major action taken by them. Lenin argued that if a total overthrow

of the Provisional Government happened at the wrong moment, the revolution, according to

Lenin’s ideology, could have been at serious risk to counter-revolts from dissenting political

parties such as the Mensheviks. As the year of 1917 slowly trickled on towards the October

Revolution, Bolshevik rule almost seems to have fallen into Lenin’s lap. Nonetheless, the two

men together proved to be a brilliant revolutionary force, as Lenin was in command of a great

party, and Trotsky was among the best at political agitation and political tactics.
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When Leon Trotsky returned from exile on the 4th of May 1917, many party leaders

within the Petrograd Soviet were wary of allowing him a seat. Mensheviks and other closely

aligning Social Revolutionary parties held a strong majority. They thought a man such as Trotsky

would give the Soviet a bad name, due to his opposition to the war and the Provisional

Government. Therefore, many feared his presence discouraged the idea of cooperation with the

Provisional Government.18 Bolsheviks, who were a major party but lacked the popularity to hold

a majority, and their leader Vladimir Lenin, were quick to reconcile with the other party leaders

allowing Trotsky a seat within the Soviet, but not the right to vote on anything. To a man such as

Trotsky, who believed his voice on Marxist revolution alone could persuade others, this didn’t

matter.

The opportunity to have his voice heard was more than enough for Trotsky to make his

ideas, such as the popular slogan ‘All Power to the Soviets’ and the idea of ending the war at any

costs, would quickly be held in high regard, not only by the Bolsheviks within the Petrograd

Soviet but around the nation as well where the Soviet model was spreading around this time. The

day after his return to the city of Petrograd, May 5th, Trotsky spoke out in the Soviet’s meeting

against the system of dual power between the Soviet and Provisional Government that had come

to define the Russian system of governance of this time.19 He applauded the soldiers and workers

who were in the streets, protesting, after the leaking of the telegram that claimed the Provisional

Government’s intention to stay in the war. This thought quickly aligned him with the Bolshevik

party, however, Trotsky refused to officially claim any party thus remaining a political

free-lancer. Only a few days later, on May 10th, Vladimir Lenin approached Trotsky officially

asking him to join the ranks of the Bolshevik party, offering him a position very high in the

19 Deutscher, p. 321

18 Jsaak Deutscher, “IX. Trotsky in the October Revolution ,” in The Prophet Armed (New York, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1954), pp. 249-312.
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party’s hierarchy of power.20 Trotsky was skeptical of doing so for quite some time. He didn’t

join the Bolshevik party until September, however, he did work closely with the Bolsheviks

during his independent phase. He held that the Bolsheviks were the only party that could lead

Russia to the end of the ‘bourgeoisie’ government by means of a Marxist revolution.

This agreement between Lenin and Trotsky would prove to be a bond that would lead

Russia straight to Bolshevik control by October of 1917. Lenin was the head of a great party,

despite not being in majority just yet, and Trotsky was a natural leader with no followers under

his command. Great with agitation of the masses, creating propaganda through speech, and

political tactics, Trotsky would work together with the political institution that Lenin had built to

successfully maintain the position of proletariat opposition to the February regime. This position

of opposition was slow to come, however. By June Lenin was seen by Lunarcharsky, a leader

within the Bolshevik party, as “dim”. Lenin had become less active in speaking at the Petrograd

Soviet meetings and hadn’t released any influential writings since April. His mind seems to have

become focused on the organization of the Bolshevik party itself, and Leon Trotsky had become

a dominant presence in the Soviet meetings. Nonetheless, this duo of Lenin and Trotsky, planner

and actor, would prove itself during the Kornilov Affair in August.

During the month of July large protests known as the July Days flooded the streets. This

resulted in the Red Guard, the soldiers who defended and fought for the Bolsheviks in the Soviet,

being disarmed by the Provisional Government. Lenin fled the country for Finland, and Trotsky

was arrested. The leader of the Provisional Government, Alexander Kerensky, had shown fear of

the Petrograd Soviet and its influence in the city. Kerensky asked the Commander in Chief, Lavr

Kornilov, to march on Petrograd and disperse the Soviet. Following Kerensky’s request for

Kornilov to march on Petrograd and prior to his actual arrival, Kornilov was fired out of fear of a

20 Deutscher, p. 329
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coup d'etat. Unfazed by his recent change in employment status, Kornilov continued his troops’

march into the city. Trotsky was subsequently released from prison and asked by the Provisional

Government to stop Kornilov. By using the Bolsheviks and Soviets influence, Trotsky was the

man responsible for turning Kornilov’s troops against him by infiltrating Kornilov’s ranks prior

to their arrival, severely lowering his numbers and thus his chances of success in Petrograd.

Additionally, Trotsky used Bolshevik sympathizers in the rail worker unions to slow the arrival

of Kornilov and his men. His troops had reached such low numbers prior to their arrival in

Petrograd that the affair came to a bloodless end.

The implications of this affair are vital to the events that followed. The Provisional

Government was disastrously embarrassed, and the Petrograd Soviet, especially the Bolsheviks,

were the true victors of this affair. After this unfolded, the Provisional Government was in

shambles as resignations flooded in because it was the Prime Minister himself who asked

Kornilov to march on Petrograd. Lenin was confident enough in the Bolsheviks newfound

political position that he returned to Petrograd shortly after the peaceful end to this affair. His

ideological outlook of the revolution saw the late summer days as the beginning of his version of

the revolution.21

Lenin, who had returned to Petrograd by this time, immediately saw this opportunity for

his party to gain influence in the Petrograd Soviet and within a matter of weeks, by September,

Bolshevik majority had finally been achieved through increasingly revolutionary rhetoric

throughout his appearances in the Petrograd Soviet. The slogan ‘All Power to the Soviets’ was

being spread everywhere in speeches, writings and propaganda, even Trotsky himself advocated

for a purely Soviet government in his speech at the Petrograd Soviet around this time. With

21 Lenin, Vladimir Ilʹich, 1870-1924. The State and Revolution : Marxist Teaching on the State and the Task of the
Proletariat in the Revolution. England: G. Allen & Unwin, ltd., 1919, 1919.
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Bolshevik control of the Petrograd Soviet, the Red Guard rearmed, and the Provisional

Government at its weakest position since its inception, the stage was set for the October

Revolution.

Lenin, being the excellent statesman that he was, knew the timing had to be perfect. He

stated that a failed armed revolt would surely lead to a counter-revolution and the downfall of the

Soviet. Trotsky argued to Lenin that the overthrow of the Provisional Government should take

place immediately prior to, or during the Second Congress of Soviets that was scheduled to meet

on October 25th, 1917. Sure enough, on the evening of October 24th, Lenin and Trotsky ordered

Red Guard troops within Petrograd to besiege the Winter Palace with the assistance of the

Russian battleship Aurora stationed across from the Winter Palace in the Neva River. Through a

surprisingly non-violent course of events (the guard stationed outside the Winter Palace

supposedly allowed the Bolsheviks to enter uncontested). By the evening of the 25th, Lenin was

elected as chairman of the Council of People’s Commissars, the new governing body of the

Soviet state.

Following the Bolshevik seizure of power in Petrograd, the party was able to claim

complete authority in the city and attempted, over the next few weeks, to spread this authority to

the countryside. Despite the Mensheviks and other Social Revolutionary parties walking out of

the Second Congress of Soviets (these were the only groups within the Soviets to hold a position

that could potentially challenge complete Bolshevik autonomy), Lenin agreed to allow elections

to be held for a Constituent Assembly which would create a constitution founded on the ideals of

the February Revolution and solidify Bolshevik authority over Russia. On November 5th, Lenin

wrote: “Hence the Soviets of Peasants' Deputies, primarily the uyezd and then the gubernia
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Soviets, are from now on, pending the convocation of the Constituent Assembly, vested with full

governmental authority in their localities”.22

At this point, the political void had resurfaced and claimed by Vladimir Lenin and his

Bolshevik led Soviet. The lack of any legal governing body allowed the democratically elected,

and extra-legal, Petrograd Soviet to claim total authority over the Russian Empire. They had the

popular support of workers and soldiers, which gave them the power to fill the political void. By

doing so, and by means of the democratic nature of the Soviet experiment, the people of the

Russian Empire had a democratic government. For Lenin and Trotsky, the two individuals who

orchestrated the overthrow of the Provisional Government, the revolution had only begun. They

were now in a position to enact the change which Lenin viewed as necessary.

To speak on the position of Lenin at this moment in history is something that must be

done through the lens of his ideology, and his commitment to that ideology. In his view of a

post-revolution Russia, particularly the armed revolution by the working class, the proletariat is

in control of production in the urban centers and the once peasant class is in control of land in the

countryside. Most importantly, this armed revolution is the precursor to establishing

Communism throughout the state. His armed revolution featuring the urban proletariat had been

completed, however there was still much to accomplish in terms of establishing a communist

state.

Lenin believed, perhaps too much, his theoretical views were reflected by the Russian

working class. On November 25th, elections were held for the Constituent Assembly. Eighty-one

voting districts were established, however, only 39 of those districts were initially counted in the

official  results.23 At the final count, 765 representatives were elected, and only 240 were

23 Oliver Henry Radkey (1989). Russia goes to the polls: the election to the all-Russian Constituent Assembly, 1917.
Cornell University Press. p. 99.

22 Lenin, Vladimir Ilʹich. Essay. In Lenin Collected Works, 300–301. Lenin Internet Archive, 2003.
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awarded to the Bolsheviks with a majority of the seats held by the Socialist Revolutionary Party,

which dominated the agrarian polls.24 Lenin, who didn’t trust this party to uphold Bolshevik

doctrine, was outraged by the results. He and his party still maintained a majority in the

Petrograd Soviet, however, and this was the last card Lenin had to play. At the first meeting of

the Constituent Assembly on November 17th, the Bolshevik majority Soviet voted to dissolve

the Constituent Assembly entirely. In one clean sweep, Lenin and his Bolshevik allies had

achieved what they so desired. Although this was arguably not the way in which Lenin wanted to

achieve his victory, he was committed to achieving his vision of a socialist state by any means

necessary. This move ended the only freely elected body of complete authority in all of Russian

history.

Part Three: Hannah Arendt and Political Philosophy

Lenin, a man who had so passionately advocated for power to be given to the

democratically elected Soviets, had given the Russian people the chance to speak for themselves:

when the results proved to be against what he had envisioned, a democratic Soviet state ruled by

the proletariat working class, he used his position in the freely elected Petrograd Soviet to claim

autonomous power over Russia and dissolve the Constituent Assembly. Hannah Arendt states

that, “He was convinced that an incompetent people in a backward country would be unable to

conquer poverty under conditions of political freedom, unable, at any rate, to defeat poverty and

to found freedom simultaneously”.25 Poverty, as defined by Arendt, doesn’t allow for individuals

in the public sphere to seek freedom because it shackles one to the biological necessity of life.

Lenin agreed to this, and thus when he dissolved the Constituent Assembly and surrendered the

possibility of a politically free Russian state, he did so out of necessity. It was necessary for

25 Hannah Arendt, in On Revolution (London: Faber &amp; Faber, 2016), p. 60.

24 Backes, Uwe, and Steffen Kailitz. “Legitimation and Repression in the Soviet State (1917-91).” Essay. In
Idiocracies in Comparison: Legitimation, Cooptation, Repression, 110. London: Routledge, 2017.
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Lenin to obtain this authority extralegally, both to maintain the ideological scope of his

revolution, and to advance the Russian people out of the poverty they had fallen into under the

Tsar. The democracy that Lenin had established throughout the land when he overthrew the

Provisional Government was done out of faith that the peoples votes’ would potentially follow

his ideological scope of the revolution.26 His political imagination only permitted democracy

insofar as it followed the ideological script in his head.

Lenin’s ideology was the attachment to how the world should be, in his mind. To allow

the randomness of democracy to validate his ideology was a mistake that threatened the direction

of his revolution, which had only just begun. Since Lenin’s ideology was firm in the belief of a

total revolution, anything that threatened this was irrelevant and did not possibly alter the scope

of his revolution. Lenin was not a man that cared for the niceties of democracy and political

freedom. These were simply things that appeared on the scene throughout his revolution, and

were considered by him to be a step towards Communism. To further this point, Lenin did not

establish the democratic nature of the Petrograd Soviet. As previously stated, he only used this

establishment as a weapon to further his cause. Democracy and political freedom were the means

to and end, not the end itself.27 These ideals, however true they may hold to any ideology, are

chaotic in their nature, and Lenin wasn’t willing to succumb to that chaos with his strict

ideological commitment.

The takeaways from this year, particularly the actions of Vladimir Lenin, are quite drastic

when looking at the institution of democracy, historically speaking and beyond that into the

present day. If democracy and political freedom are the governing principles in any society, the

people are the determining body on how things will be in the future. For any sitting statesman or

27Arendt, p. 66
26Arendt, p. 62
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leader that succumbs to the ideals that democracy and freedom call for, they must give up their

authority once the vote is cast against them. For Lenin, he wasn’t willing to do so and chose to

take the extralegal path of maintaining his position in power outside of the vote cast on the

Constituent Assembly.

Historically speaking, Lenin’s dissolution of the Constituent Assembly and seizure of

power in late 1917 isn’t highly emphasized in terms of important events of that year. Many

historians write about the maneuver as if Lenin was justified in his actions because of the

working class support that the Bolsheviks had in those November elections. For example, Sheila

Fitzpatrick states, “They had taken power in the name of the working class. The conclusion to be

drawn from the elections of the Second Congress of Soviets and the Constituent Assembly was

that, as of October-November 1917, they were drawing more working class votes than any other

party”.28 Although historical evidence may prove this to be true, to rule on the mandate of the

urban proletariat was something unheard of until this time. Lenin, at this point, was on the verge

of starting a civil war, one that he saw would be justified by the class struggle that urban workers

had faced for decades under the old regime.

There does seem to be a consensus within the historical literature on this topic, however,

that the time between the Bolsheviks storming the Winter Palace and Lenin dissolving the

Constituent Assembly marks the end of the political revolution in the capital and all that

remained in the way of Bolshevik domination was the consolidation of Bolshevik power in the

countryside. However, this was no small feat, especially when considering the remaining

tensions between political parties in Petrograd and the ongoing war that Russia remained to

engage in. Historian Leonard Schapiro states, “The choice for both the liberals and the socialists

28 Sheila Fitzpatrick, “1917: The Revolutions of February and October ,” in Russian Revolution (Oxford University
Press, 2017), p. 68.
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now lay between acquiescence in Bolshevik rule, with minimal prospects of constitutional

opposition, and civil war”.29

Following this dramatic action of dissolution by Lenin, the task at hand was to complete

the promises made during his Revolution, most importantly of which was to end the war at any

cost. In only a few months following the October Revolution and Lenin’s complete seizure of

power, Trotsky led the negotiations with Germany, and achieved peace for the Russian soldiers.

The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk surrendered large portions of Russia’s western territory to the

advancing Germans. Socialist Revolutionaries and other leftist parties opposed the treaty in great

unison, thus creating a further rift between the ruling Bolsheviks and those parties who were

denied authority by Lenin in his move of dissolving the Constituent Assembly. As tensions

continued to grow, Mensheviks and Social Revolutionary deputies were removed from various

soviets that popped up across the country. Lenin and his Bolshevik controlled capital seemed to

double-down on their move in November. The Revolution had to survive at any cost, even if it

meant surrendering the freedom of the Russian people that Lenin once hoped to grant, even if

that meant a brutal civil war.

29 Leonard Schapiro, The Russian Revolutions of 1917: The Origins of Modern Communism (New York, NY: Basic
Books, 1985).
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